Introduction {#s1}
============

In a classic series of resource articles and reviews published between 2001 and 2014, Geiger and colleagues defined, and then refined, the 'literature-curated integrin adhesome' ([@JCS192054C12]; [@JCS192054C45]; [@JCS192054C49]; [@JCS192054C50]; [@JCS192054C51],[@JCS192054C52]). This theoretical network of more than 200 components, constructed *in silico*, contains all the proteins that have been reported to locate to, or regulate, the adhesion nexus ([@JCS192054C45]). The generation of the literature-curated adhesome has transformed thinking in the field and greatly facilitated candidate-based approaches to address questions such as how signals are transduced across the network, how these signals are influenced by the extracellular and intracellular environments, and how the complex assembles and disassembles. Despite its undoubted value, the network that connects the adhesome components is nonetheless theoretical and a long-standing question has been how it relates to the actual composition of integrin adhesion complexes (IACs). To address this issue, several laboratories have recently developed methodologies to isolate IACs, and used mass-spectrometry-based proteomics to determine their composition ([@JCS192054C13]).

Initial candidate-based proteomic studies of integrins and IAC components identified post-translational modifications and/or interacting partners ([@JCS192054C21]); however, a step change came with the development of methods to isolate integrin-containing ventral membrane preparations. These methods relied on stabilisation of IACs using chemical cross-linkers and enrichment of IAC components by removal of the cell body and cytoplasmic proteins ([@JCS192054C23]; [@JCS192054C27]). Mass spectrometry was then used to determine IAC compositions for several cell types under a variety of culture conditions ([@JCS192054C1]; [@JCS192054C6], [@JCS192054C7]; [@JCS192054C16], [@JCS192054C17]; [@JCS192054C19]; [@JCS192054C20]; [@JCS192054C26]; [@JCS192054C31]; [@JCS192054C34]; [@JCS192054C38]; [@JCS192054C41], [@JCS192054C42]; [@JCS192054C48]). Seven of these mass spectrometry datasets, which were generated from different laboratories using diverse methods and from multiple cell types, were used to create a 'meta-adhesome' database of more than 2000 proteins that were enriched at fibronectin-induced IACs ([@JCS192054C16]). Although the large increase in scale over the literature-curated adhesome might be caused in part by the non-specific isolation of a number of components, it is likely to be a true reflection of the complexity of IAC preparations ([@JCS192054C13]). The adhesion nexus is a membrane--cytoskeleton junction, and not a discrete organelle, and therefore the preparations are in effect specific membrane patches proximal to the sites of extracellular matrix (ECM)--cytoskeleton interaction. As the role of these junctions is to control signalling in a spatial manner, the identity of the proteins that are attracted to these sites is likely to be highly relevant. In this Cell Science at a Glance article, we describe the generation of a new depiction of the integrin adhesome network (see poster) in which we have assembled an integrated network of the experimentally derived IAC proteomes and the literature-curated adhesome components, and their interactions, to bridge the knowledge gap between these two resources.

An integrated view of the experimental and literature-curated adhesomes {#s2}
=======================================================================

Mass-spectrometry-based proteomics provides both a contrasting and complementary view to that provided by the literature-curated adhesome. An emergent property of the meta-adhesome described above is the definition of an IAC core of 60 proteins, termed the 'consensus adhesome' ([@JCS192054C16]), which represents the most frequently identified components in IAC proteomes (operationally defined as those proteins observed in five or more of the seven datasets). Thirty-one of these proteins were present in the literature-curated adhesome, which indicates that a number of commonly isolated components are either under-appreciated or non-specific. One prominent IAC dataset ([@JCS192054C26]) was not included in the meta-adhesome analysis due to the lack of a negative control ligand condition, but retrospective analysis of this dataset identified a comparable number of consensus adhesome components to the controlled datasets (42/60). This finding both validated the selection of consensus adhesome proteins and demonstrated its value as a resource to streamline analysis of other datasets.

Here, we present a new and updated view of the consensus adhesome that has been integrated with the literature-curated adhesome (see poster). As the consensus adhesome likely represents the core structural components of IACs (i.e. those that are more abundant and stable, and therefore more likely to be retained in ventral membrane preparations), this perspective provides insights into how other less-abundant IAC components present in the literature-curated adhesome might link into this core complex. To construct this integrated network, proteins from the consensus adhesome ([@JCS192054C16]) and literature-curated adhesome ([@JCS192054C45]) were amalgamated and arranged to highlight the consensus adhesome proteins (depicted as the largest nodes shaded red, orange and yellow in the poster, with inter-adhesome interactions represented by thicker grey lines) and their immediate interacting partners. All literature-curated components are included, even if they have not been detected in the isolated IAC preparations. The less-abundant components are coloured green, blue or (for those not detected) grey. This results in the construction of a network comprising the consensus adhesome plus its '1-hop' neighbourhood in the context of protein--protein interactions (PPIs) from the literature-curated adhesome ([@JCS192054C45]; [@JCS192054C50]) and a global database of PPIs ([@JCS192054C7]; [@JCS192054C9]; [@JCS192054C47]).

To simplify this new IAC landscape, (1) proteins that have been reported to bind actin are shown with white borders; (2) because integrin associations have been reviewed elsewhere ([@JCS192054C4]; [@JCS192054C30]; [@JCS192054C22]), they are restricted here to show only consensus adhesome components with substantial evidence ([@JCS192054C16]); (3) proteins that share common interacting partners are grouped within boxes; (4) some proteins are depicted in the network more than once to enable all reported interactions to be visualised clearly; and (5) proteins not incorporated by this strategy are displayed separately (see poster). Some proteins that were unconnected to the main IAC network in the context of the consensus adhesome alone have been reported to bind other known IAC components reported in the literature-curated adhesome, and are therefore drawn into the new network. For example, PDZ and LIM domain 5 (PDLIM5) and PDZ and LIM domain 7 (PDLIM7) link to vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP) through PKC, and IQ motif containing GTPase-activating protein 1 (IQGAP1) links to the network through interactions with Src and ezrin. In addition, visual inspection of the network demonstrates that the consensus adhesome proteins that recruit the highest number of non-consensus adhesome proteins to IACs are filamin, paxillin, focal adhesion kinase (FAK, also known as PTK2), talin, vinculin and α-actinin, suggesting that these proteins might form links to, or regulate, the recruitment of other associated adhesome components.

When the literature-curated adhesome is compared to the consensus adhesome, it is apparent that the consensus adhesome is largely dominated by intrinsic, structural IAC components, such as actin regulators and adaptor proteins, rather than associated proteins, such as guanine nucleotide exchange factors, GTPase-activating proteins and kinases. However, not all actin-binding proteins were identified by these analyses, suggesting that those present represent a specific subset of actin-binding proteins that localise at the ends of actin fibres that are proximal to IACs. Adaptor proteins, such as FAK and paxillin, were identified, whereas a large number of binding partners for these proteins in the literature-curated adhesome were not seen in the consensus adhesome. This might reflect the transient signalling interactions that occur in the highly dynamic environment of the adhesion nexus. In this regard, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) studies have shown large variations in the dynamic exchange of different adhesome proteins within adhesive structures ([@JCS192054C8]; [@JCS192054C15]; [@JCS192054C24]; [@JCS192054C28]; [@JCS192054C29]; [@JCS192054C36]; [@JCS192054C43]; [@JCS192054C46]). Nevertheless, consensus adhesome proteins span the full range of these reported dynamics, and therefore the consensus adhesome does not simply represent more stable interactions. Rather, it appears to be the nature of the interaction rather than the dynamic stability of a protein within the complex that dictates whether it was captured by IAC isolation and proteomic strategies.

Analysis of consensus adhesome PPIs suggests that the core adhesome machinery forms the structural connection between integrins and actin, and that this link can be broadly divided into four canonical signalling modules ([@JCS192054C16]), as highlighted by the differently shaded green background areas on the poster. These modules include one that contains α-actinin and zyxin family members, a second of vinculin, talin and the vinculin-binding proteins vinexin and ponsin, a third, which contains FAK and paxillin, and a final one made up of two sub-modules that are connected through a kindlin--integrin-linked kinase (ILK) interaction. These four modules were identified based on known signalling axes and integrin--actin links reported in the literature, and are generally supportive of the so-called vertical *z*-plane model in which proteins were observed to occupy specific strata within IACs ([@JCS192054C24]). Viewing the integrated consensus and literature-curated adhesomes in relation to these axes allows visualisation of routes that connect integrins to actin, thereby linking these interactions with known adhesion signalling pathways (see poster). The flattened 2D depiction of a structure such as an IAC that is most likely organised and occupies a complex and interwoven 3D topography can result in a separation of certain proteins and interactions within the displayed network. For example, the separation of kindlin- and filamin-associated proteins has been exacerbated in the network due to the large number of FAK- and paxillin-binding proteins. The four modules are, however, interconnected, and further work is required to test just how discrete they are.

A limitation of the network reported here is of course the absence of interactions that have yet to be identified! For example, there might be proteins in the consensus and literature-curated adhesomes that have key connecting roles, but are not indicated by this network. Typically, poorly studied proteins have fewer reported interactions, and highly connected proteins within the interactome represent well-studied proteins ([@JCS192054C35]). For example, the most connected proteins within the consensus adhesome are well-studied literature-curated adhesome proteins (e.g. FAK, 15 interactions; β1 integrin, 13 interactions; paxillin, 12 interactions). In addition, false-positive interactions within these networks are often present, as *in vitro* assays used to detect PPIs can report interactions that do not occur *in vivo*. Although all of these possible interactions within a network are shown, the protein--protein map is not static, with some interactions only occurring under certain conditions and in certain cell types ([@JCS192054C25]). Furthermore, the interactome used to construct the consensus adhesome does not depict directionality within the network (i.e. activating or inhibiting relationships are not shown) and does not take into account the localisation of the reported interactions in cells. These issues will resolve over time as a fuller picture of the PPI landscape evolves and current PPI databases become better annotated. However, these limitations should be considered when interpreting data and seeking biological insights into the signalling mechanisms at IACs as indicated by PPI networks. For this reason, experimental evidence for important interactions needs to be carefully reviewed, and any low confidence interactions should be experimentally validated before drawing any conclusions.

Finally, in the current view of the IAC network, some proteins, including 18 consensus adhesome components, could not be incorporated due to the lack of evidence for their interaction with other components (shown in a separate box on the poster). On the one hand, this might suggest that these components could be non-specific, co-purifying contaminants, despite the use of stringent controlled datasets. However, these proteins might equally be new, understudied adhesion proteins that have not yet been characterised sufficiently to provide PPI data to link them into the network. For example, immunofluorescence analysis has confirmed the localisation of two unexpected consensus adhesome proteins, Rsu1 and caldesmon, to IACs ([@JCS192054C16]), suggesting they do play a role in the adhesion machinery. This provides confidence that other unexpected components might also be relevant to adhesion structures or signalling ([@JCS192054C5]). In addition, previously unidentified actin-binding proteins have been isolated with known adhesion-related proteins. It is therefore likely that new actin linkers are involved in adhesion function and might act to stabilise the integrin--actin link, for example, PDLIM1 and PDLIM5, by bridging the connection between integrin, α-actinin and actin.

The consensus adhesome and human disease {#s3}
========================================

The association between the literature-curated adhesome components and human disease has been extensively reviewed ([@JCS192054C45]). Similarly, the relationship of the consensus adhesome proteins to human disorders has been determined by reference to the online Mendelian inheritance in man (OMIM) database (<http://www.omim.org/>), and it was found that mutations in nine of these genes cause diseases involving the renal, haematological, cardiac, skeletal and muscular systems, as well as certain types of cancer ([@JCS192054C16]). In addition, further interrogation of the OMIM indicated that a mutation of a tenth consensus adhesome protein, prolyl 4-hydroxylase subunit beta (P4HB), is implicated in Cole--Carpenter syndrome, a rare bone disease ([@JCS192054C10]; [@JCS192054C32]). This underscores the importance of adhesion signalling to human health given that perturbations impact on several major organ systems.

To complement these analyses, we have further analysed the role of the consensus adhesome proteins using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA; <http://www.ingenuity.com/>), which uncovered the potential involvement of a larger number of these molecules in a variety of diseases not revealed by single gene interrogation ([Table S1](Table S1)). According to the Disease, Injury and Function output of IPA, the largest disease association was with cancer with over 50% of the consensus adhesome genes (32 out of 60) implicated in breast and/or colorectal cancer alone. Other diseases predicted by IPA to involve the consensus adhesome proteins include the cardiovascular, renal, haematological and musculoskeletal systems already catalogued by OMIM analysis ([@JCS192054C16]). IPA analysis also indicated the potential involvement of 16 consensus adhesome proteins in viral infectious disease, which included HIV-1 and West Nile virus. Furthermore, 17 consensus adhesome proteins are predicted to contribute to the inflammatory response and immune cell trafficking, both of which are important processes in the pathology of autoimmune diseases and infection. Taken together, these analyses indicate that almost all of the 60 consensus adhesome proteins play, either singularly or collectively, important roles in human health and disease. Such analysis is therefore useful to inform new avenues for further research into the association of the consensus adhesome proteins with human disease, potentially leading to novel therapeutic targets.

Summary and future perspectives {#s4}
===============================

Here, we relate the consensus adhesome ([@JCS192054C16]), which comprises the most commonly identified proteins in fibronectin-induced proteomic IAC datasets, to the literature-curated adhesome ([@JCS192054C45]) that was assembled as a theoretical concept from all the proteins that have been reported to locate to, or regulate, IACs. This fusion highlights connections within and between consensus and literature-curated adhesome components and is intended to provide clues to regulatory mechanisms that might control IAC formation, disassembly and signal transduction.

It should be noted that adhesome networks are not fixed, but will continue to evolve with further experimentation. The use of additional cell types and ECM ligands will lead to network refinement and differentiation based on different experimental conditions and proximity-based proteomic techniques (such as BioID and APEX; [@JCS192054C33]; [@JCS192054C37]) have the potential to reveal additional insights into the composition, and topography, of IACs and adhesion signalling ([@JCS192054C11]; [@JCS192054C14]). As an example, proximity labelling of paxillin and kindlin recently identified proteins that are consistent with many aspects of the consensus network, but suggested several previously unknown IAC components ([@JCS192054C11]). These new components included the adaptor protein KN motif and ankyrin repeat domains 2 (Kank2) that could form a connection between the paxillin and kindlin arms of the consensus signalling axes ([@JCS192054C3]; [@JCS192054C11]; [@JCS192054C44]). Interestingly, Kank2 was detected in many proteomic IAC datasets, and only just failed to be included in the consensus adhesome list as it was observed in only four of the seven datasets used ([@JCS192054C16]). This further highlights the fact that many meta-adhesome proteins might play important adhesion regulatory or signalling roles. For example, among the proteins that are represented in three or four of the seven datasets that have been used to create the meta-adhesome are Src, breast cancer anti-estrogen resistance 1 (p130Cas, also known as BCAR1), ezrin, NCK adaptor protein 2 (Nck2) and protein enabled homologue (Mena, also known as ENAH).

An additional point to consider is that the IAC isolation procedure does not distinguish between different types of IAC structures and therefore does not account for heterogeneity ([@JCS192054C21]). For example, proteins that might be less abundant in nascent adhesions might not be consistently identified by mass spectrometry. Therefore, integration of the consensus and literature-curated adhesomes might provide useful insights into mechanisms that regulate IACs and indicate how different structural arms of the consensus adhesome might be connected. Furthermore, the consensus adhesome was generated primarily from the early phase of cells spreading on fibronectin, and therefore its composition reflects components that are recruited to α5β1 and αVβ3 integrins at relatively early time points. In contrast, the literature-curated adhesome does not distinguish between ligand or integrin heterodimer, and, therefore, a future comparison with IACs enriched from other conditions, such as other cell types (e.g. epithelial cells), cells spread on different ECM ligands, cells left in long-term culture or IACs isolated from an *in vivo* setting would be instructive. Additional analyses such as these might reveal not only context-specific adhesome components but also the number of consensus adhesome components that are conserved between integrin adhesions in different systems. The role of the consensus adhesome in relation to mechanosensation was recently reviewed, and its components were shown to change almost uniformly upon loss of myosin-driven intracellular force ([@JCS192054C18]). Thus, data generated under alternative conditions, such as using differing ECMs, might present a completely different view of the adhesion nexus or consensus adhesome, or increase the number of literature-curated adhesome components identified using mass-spectrometry-based approaches. In this regard, the available evidence suggests that the consensus composition is determined by the integrin-ligand combination, as only a restricted set of consensus adhesome proteins (10 out of 60) were identified in IAC proteomic datasets generated using the canonical α4β1 ligand, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1; [@JCS192054C20]; [@JCS192054C6]; [@JCS192054C18]).

Several key questions remain, such as how the composition and organisation of IACs differ from 2D cultures to 3D culture or *in vivo*, and whether a systems-based view of signal relay mechanisms that occur across the adhesion nexus can be obtained. For the former, proximity-based labelling approaches appear to offer the clearest way forward to defining IACs *in vivo*, as isolation strategies for IACs from tissues have not been established. Furthermore, in an effort to obtain a systems view of signalling, a recent proteomic study has shed light on the nature of FAK and Src signalling at IACs, illustrating how IAC composition and phosphotyrosine-based signalling could be independently regulated to control migration and proliferation through alterations in the dynamic exchange of signalling proteins ([@JCS192054C17]). In summary, the consensus and less refined meta-adhesome offer intriguing insights into IAC structure and function, and future experiments, including those investigating the roles of their components in adhesion signalling ([@JCS192054C2]; [@JCS192054C34]; [@JCS192054C39]), mechanotransduction ([@JCS192054C18]; [@JCS192054C40]) and disease, will no doubt inform their further development and use as a resource for the community.
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